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wrc 2 takes the complete fia world rally championship of 2019 and 2020 and extends it with the
greatest teams, the fastest cars and the most exciting stages. in 2019, the fia world rally

championship was won by the finnish driver, sebastien ogier, who was competing in his ford fiesta r5.
the driver with the most points was the german, ott tänak, competing in his volkswagen polo r5. in

2020, the title will be decided by the last race of the season in portugal. this will be an exciting event
for the fans of the sport. the driver with the most points will be crowned champion. the competition is
about to begin! the wrc simulator of the world championship in 2019 was developed by nacon and the

wrc 2 of 2020 by kt racing. the simulation is based on the fia world rally championship, and the
participants use the same licensed cars. the simulation is a comprehensive recreation of the best

tracks, including stages from the wrc 2019 season, as well as stages from the 2020 season. in
addition, the game also includes an accurate track model, which is based on the real track locations
and conditions. a crucial element of the simulation is the inclusion of the best rally drivers. the wrc
simulator of the world championship in 2019 was developed by nacon and the wrc 2 of 2020 by kt

racing. the simulation is based on the fia world rally championship, and the participants use the same
licensed cars. the handling model has been improved in wrc, but it still suffers from some problems.

the handling model is a bit sloppy, with the car occasionally getting stuck in a corner due to the
wheels locking up, especially during high-speed turns. the ai is not very competent and the cars are
prone to swerving out of line when taking different line options. the cars have poor traction on wet

surfaces, and often get stuck when turning at high speeds. poor terrain physics also causes the game
to be pretty glitchy at times. this means that the game often encounters lags during normal play. wrc
also seems to suffer from some issues with the physics system. for example, the cars often feel slow
and unresponsive when accelerating from a standstill, and the handling model is not quite accurate.
wrc also has some issues with the graphics. some sections of the cars are incompletely modeled, and

some of the 3d objects can appear glitchy. this is somewhat mitigated by the use of reflection
mapping, which makes the game look sharp despite these minor issues. though wrc is not as beautiful
as dirt 2 and grid, its world is still quite impressive. for example, the stages themselves have a great
variety, and there are many excellent looking areas such as snowy fields and forests. several of the

stages even feature very good-looking snow textures.
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published by ea. the
graphics of the game are
very good for this kind of
game. the graphics also
look very similar to the

actual cars of the
championship. the car

models are accurate, and
the courses are as well.
there are also photos of
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the tracks in 3d and they
are very detailed. in
terms of sound, the

game has a very good
soundtrack that goes

well with the game. but
the sound effects in the
game are not as good as
the music. the world rally

championship 2 is a
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game that is played in a
realistic world. the goal

of the game is to
complete all the stages

of the championship. the
difficulty of the game is
adjusted, and it will not
be easy for beginners.

when starting the game,
the player will have to
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choose a car, and then
start driving on various
routes to complete the

stages. the game is
divided into several

seasons, with various
levels for each one. in

addition to the standard
game, the game also

offers four special
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content. the first of these
is “championship

climbing”. this option
allows the player to

customize the car and
skills of the driver. in

addition, players have
the opportunity to drive

every car in every
location in order to
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unlock more content. the
second mode is

“championship revenge”.
this mode is available in

the championship
climbing mode. this

option allows players to
earn special rewards and

unlock new cars. the
third mode is “drivers
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care”. this mode allows
players to customize and
improve the car and the
driver to obtain special

rewards. the last mode is
“team features”. this

option allows players to
develop their team and
become a champion.
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